
                                          

Technical rider & Stage plan

First of all, thank you for your interest in booking LRK Trio performance.  
Below is a list of our technical requirements. It is designed for optimum effectiveness 
at the day of the show. If there are any questions or if you have trouble providing any 
of the below mentioned please get in touch with us before the day of the show and 
we will work out a solution. 

Sound check: We will need an absolute minimum of 60 minutes sound check, 90-120 
minutes including setup would be perfect. 

PA system: L-Acoustics, Meyer Sound, D & B 

FOH: Yamaha CL5 or Allen&Heath GLD-80 mixing console with Apple Airport router 
and iPad Air2 
(another digital console is negotiable) 

MONITORS:  
Preferably L-Acoustics, D&B, Meyer Sound (500 watt) – 4 pcs. 
AUX 1 – 2 linked wedges (KEYS) 
AUX 2 - 1 wedge (BASS) 
AUX 3 - 1 wedge  (DRUMS) 

BACKLINE: 
Piano:  
-Grand Piano – Yamaha or Steinway (tuned at 440hz) 
-2 active DI BOX, preferably Radial J48 - 2 pcs. 
-Accordion (preferably Weltmeister) 
-Mic Shure 58 with stand 
-keyboard stand 

Drums:  
-Drum kit: Ludwig Legacy Maple or Class Maple, Keystone X, Club Date with drummers 
throne. 
-Bass Drum 18, Rack Tom 12, Floor Tom-16, Two Snare Drums – 14x6,5 and 14x5 
-Cymbals stands - 3 pcs. 
-hi-hat stand-snare stands - 2 pcs. 
-kick pedal-active DI BOX, preferably Radial J48 - 2 pcs. 
-Sampling Pad Roland SPD-SX 
-Metallophone Yamaha YG1210 
-floor carpet  2х2m-music stand 

Bass: 
-Acoustic bass with David Gage Realist pickup condition and set up strings  



 that are not more than six months old 
-Mic DPA 4099 
-Bass Amp – preferably Gallien-Krueger 700RB, Epifani, Ampeg SVT Pro, Mark Bass 
-4x10 bass cabinet. 
- 2 active DI BOX, preferably Radial J48 
-bass guitar stand 
-music stand 

Input List & Stage Plan 
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Domestic Rider 

Arrival: 
Please provide detailed directions two weeks before the date of the show with the 
complete address of the venue and a telephone contact.  
We need a safe parking space available for the van close to the venue. Please 
provide arrival, sound check and doors-open and on-stage times. The promoter or 
another person should be at the venue at arrival time. 

Food & drinks: 
4 regular meals or 4x20$ for buy-out  
8 bottles of cooled non-carbonated water for stage and backstage 
3 liters of other cooled drinks (juice and coke) 
Some sandwiches, nuts and fruits at backstage. 

Backstage: 
A separate room for the band to get some rest before and after the show. It would 
be great to have some sofas, tables, chairs, a mirror and sink. 

Sleep: 
A warm, clean, dark and quiet accommodation for 4 persons with mattresses, bath 
room, shower and mirror. A safe parking space near the sleeping accommodation 
should be available. 

Thanks a lot for all your help! 

www.lrktrio.com 


